VA M I Z I FA M I L I E S
‘THE BEST THING ABOUT THE FUTURE IS THAT
IT COMES ONLY ONE DAY AT A TIME’
ABRAHAM LINCOLN

NATURES PLAYGROUND: VAMIZI FAMILIES
Miles and miles of gently shelving beaches,
perfect white sand and plenty of sunshine
make Vamizi Island a haven for parents and
children. The sea is rarely rough on the shore
and the water is a perfect temperature, with
no end of shallows to toddle about in and
small wondrous things to see, hear and feel.
There are plenty of toys for children and adults:
kayaks, sailboats, snorkelling gear, diving gear
and fishing equipment.
Fishing trips are a full-on marine biology lesson
with huge varieties of deep sea fish to be seen
emerging from the depths; whales, dolphins
or flying fish are often in sight, if not right by
the boat.
Scuba instructors can also introduce those
slightly older children to their first experiences
underwater, whether snorkelling or diving.
Nature guides can help them discover the
island’s land based wonders – exotic birds,
monkeys and giant coconut crabs.

THE HUMPBACK WHALES
KNOW IT, SO DO THE TURTLES
AND THE MANY SPECIES
OF FISH THAT BREED IN THE
VAMIZI SEAS: ‘YOUNG ONES
THRIVE IN VAMIZI
Three kitalas have been specifically designed to
suit families – each has a large double en-suite
bedroom and an additional en-suite bedroom
suitable for up to three children. Both rooms
share an adjoining central living area. All beds
are mosquito netted, even though Vamizi is a
low-risk malarial area and babysitters can be
arranged on request.
FOR ENQUIRIES PLEASE CONTACT
reservations@vamizi.com or
+ 44 1285 762218.

SHARING A KITALA

FOR FAMILIES WITH 2 OR
MORE CHILDREN SHARING
A KITALA, THE YOUNGEST
CHILD 15 YEARS AND
UNDER STAYS FOR FREE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
• Valid all year round until end December
2014. To enquire please quote ‘Family
Promotion’

• Domestic air transfer costs are still
chargeable

• Valid only in Family Kitalas

Kitala - A local word referring to a luxury beachfront villa

